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Chen Shanshan and Mu Chen came down to this side of the lawn, the left is a wooden
fence, which is full of flowers and plants, in fact, flowers and plants are very beautiful,
but this wooden fence is even more attractive eyes, from the European classical aesthetic

casting of a fence, full of the taste of the fifteenth and sixteenth century, the fence is very
long. Perhaps the flowers and plants inside are dignified by these fences ......

The right side is the previous fake mountain, the water has a fountain, clear spring
water gushing, Jelson to Lin Hao four proudly introduced to, "you do not think this is fake

mountain fake water, the mountain may be fake, but the water is really real living water.
If you have time, or if you are allowed to, you can take a dip in our Golefant hot springs.
Oh, I'll never forget the compliments of Mr. Bob's friends when they came to the castle

and came out of the hot springs. ......" said Jelson with great pride about the hot springs.

Lin Hao twisted his head to look over there and found that there was really a spa
room, this castle, really good facilities ......

The first thing you need to do is to take a look at the castle. At this time, her
heart's worry is gone, the rest is all nervous, so Lin Hao to take a look at which side, she
will unnaturally stiff cast a gaze to, with this to ease the inner panic ......

Mu Chen mentality is very good, after all, he is also considered a small capital,
what places have been, but at the same time all know that he can not have, he can go to

enjoy, have to pay enough, want to go to have words, that is delusional ......



See the four people look, Jelson heart again ridicule, backward Easterners, a look
that has not seen the world, really ridiculous ......

What are the Eastern Chinese? Represents backwardness, represents poverty, all
the inferior modifiers can modify their civilization, unlike them Europeans and Americans

this noble ......

"I've heard that you don't even have such a hot spring over there?" Jelson said

with a smile, which irritated Mu Chen, he had met countless such Westerners, despising
the East and belittling them Chinese, only they were all completely sitting on the fence,
their perception of China was still stuck a hundred years ago, these were all in the past, it
was better not to mention them ......

"Mr. Jelson. In our China, there are plenty of hot springs and even more famous

ancient places. The castles that you take pride in in the West are arguably absent from our

side of the world. It is not that such castles are difficult to build, but because, in a

small-scale defensive castle like this, in our huge Chinese community, and in huge wars

that can easily involve tens of thousands of hundreds of thousands of people, such a castle

can be destroyed by one of our square armies, so we don't need such a cockamamie thing

at all ...... "Mu Chen has been to many castles, every official or person in charge is proud

of it, Mu Chen feels ridiculous, as if going to the East as well as the kimchi country, night
and day ......

Two thousand years and even earlier, Europe and the United States are local

small-scale wars, hundreds and thousands of people are a big war, so the castle is a very

powerful defense system engineering, but in China? Two thousand years money on the

war Bai Qi pitted 400,000 troops in the battle, if the castle like this under the god of war

Bai Qi, I'm afraid the points? The city's most important thing is that it will be destroyed

in a matter of minutes. The first thing you need to do is to take a look at the situation.



More than a castle? The Forbidden City of the Imperial City is as large as the

Forbidden City, is it comparable to such a small Western country? A castle is no match for

an emperor's tomb? What are they proud of ......

"That's impossible." Jelson was shocked for a moment, but immediately shook his

head and laughed, mentally mocking, these hypocritical Chinese, saying that the castle is
chicken? How can this solid castle be a chicken rib, it's the culmination of an ancient

European noble!

Lin Hao sneered and said, "At a glance, you know you have never been to China,
two thousand years ago the Qin Empire, oh forget it is my Chinese English. In his country,
there was a god of war! A voice that has experienced more than forty battles and has

never lost. It even killed and pitted nearly two million people in battle. One of the most

powerful battles, directly pitted and killed 400,000 troops, 400,000 troops, you may not

understand what this is called the concept, just take the recent war, this kind of easily

800,000 to 900,000 nearly a million war also a few. I think there is far from it, after all,
in your country F, but it is rare to experience such a war, there, of course, is the glory of

that uncrowned king. Would a castle be useful under his iron horsemen? Have you ever

heard the saying that the world civilisation looks at China? None of the things that exist

among our history means they are all chicken ribs!" Lin Hao said in a domineering

manner.

Lin Hao's voice was so powerful that it penetrated his soul, directly hitting his

hypocritical gentlemanly spirit. The gentlemanly aristocratic spirit of F was directly

trampled by Germany long ago during World War II, and now the so-called pride, unable
to lift its head in front of Germany, only dares to show off in the Eastern countries, a
pathetic nation, unable to forget the nation's glory, and unable to face the nation's defeat,
pathetic ......

Chapter 1022



Jelson no longer dared to speak, he was after all a servant, a product of the old century,
when felt that he could not in this area, took the initiative to shut his mouth, he was
waiting, waiting for Mr. Bob himself to appear, but also thinking of Lauren, he felt that
Lauren butler was a very perfect official, he handled things to come in order, and
disposed to make people feel very comfortable, unlike himself, some times still can not

hold this feeling, Jelson thought to himself, maybe he had only just assumed the position

of butler, some rusty ......

After visiting half of the castle, Jelson received a phone call that Bob and Jenny

were done with the operation. Lin Hao looked at the big castle, the first time he felt that

it was indeed a bit big, after all, the time to do an operation to remove the shrapnel did

not even finish strolling around the castle, so you can imagine how big the castle is.

The followers Jelson took a tour bus inside the castle and arrived in the middle of
the main city where the master lived. Old Bob looked much better, Jenny's face was also
eased and her breath was rosy, Lin Hao was worried? The first time I saw him, I was so
worried. The worried heart relaxed ......

"Thank you, Mr. Lin, for solving such a big problem for us ......" Bob said gratefully,
shaking Lin Hao's hand, one hand of course, his other hand was wrapped in sarong.

He didn't ask Jenny to come up and give Lin Hao a grateful hug, which was a very

unintelligent thing to do, but he didn't want Jenny to have too much contact with Lin

Hao, it was just too dangerous, he wanted Jenny to cut ties with Lin Hao and never see

him again, and then use that to get away from this right and wrong. How can I put it, Bob
is really scared, even though Lin Hao is very powerful, but as a top tycoon in F, Bob
definitely knows more about the secrets of F than Lin Hao ......

People are like this, the more they know, the more they are afraid ......



Jenny was a little angry at her father's rudeness, but being pulled by her mother,
she naturally did not have too much emotion, but looked at Lin Hao with a smile, her eyes
as bright as a river of stars were full of vigorous life, all with good intentions, Lin Hao

looked and felt so good, it was like seeing the same Jenny when she was begging on the

street again, Lin Hao was so relieved ......

Jelson saw this scene and could not help but sneer, Mr. Bob must also look down

on the Orientals, this is Mr. Bob, he is a top tycoon, an absolute upper class figure in

Toulouse, how could he possibly look down on the Orientals?

And such a rude and conceited Oriental, a little Oriental Chinese, so conceited?

"No need to thank you, all these things were caused because of me, in the end it

should be me who should say sorry." Lin Hao said with a smile, he felt pretty good about

Bob, but he could also see that Bob was not an ordinary rich man, not to mention owning

the castle, just the way he behaved in my 8th ruin, I'm afraid that ordinary killers

couldn't bear that kind of scene, he himself still remembered the kind of fearful look of

Ghost 9's men, and he didn't know what happened to the one who escaped now... ...

"Mr. Lin, in fact, I have a great deal of selfishness in speaking to you and calling

you here. And it's no exaggeration to say that I called you over at that time all with the

mentality of saying sorry to your family ......" Bob said, saying the words from his heart,
of which the purpose was to make a clean break with Lin Hao as he thought earlier.

"What does that mean?" Lin Hao asked with some confusion, as he listened to

Bob's words, confused as hell.



Night One also looked at Bob in confusion, frowning and thinking to himself if

there was another conspiracy present here, it shouldn't be?

Bob said directly and bluntly, "When we learned that the other side is the Orcs

organization, my heart is incomparable struggle, because in my understanding inside, the
Orcs are terrifying, very terrifying, of course you have seen and also been solved, but the
strength of the Orcs is not just so simple, if you want to know more clearly the power of

the Orcs, we can communicate in private ......"

After a pause Bob continued, "The situation was when I learned of the Orcs and

then learned that Jenny had been kidnapped because of it. I was terrified, you should

understand my fear ......" finished Bob and looked at Lin Hao as if waiting for Lin Hao's
approval as well as forgiveness ......

"I can understand." Lin Hao answered him seriously, this matter was indeed related

to him, it was just that Bob's kind of obsequious and always curved speech made him

think when did westerners become so good at words? Westerns weren't
straightforward ......

"Thank you for understanding. At the time I was struggling, struggling to get you

to turn back. Because there were these two choices, one of which would end up facing the
option of death, and obviously I was being selfish and tricked you into coming here to

save Jenny ......" Bob said honestly.

Lin Hao heard this and instantly laughed out loud and said with unmistakable
cheerfulness, "This matter is behind us, isn't it? You and Jenny are just a little injured,
and I'm alive and well, Uncle, so don't take this matter to heart anymore." Lin Hao



thought it was something, but it turned out to be just such a thing, but I have to say that

this western aristocratic uncle is really strong in his principles ......

"Thanks again for your understanding, but I made a promise to my previous butler

just before, and now I can give it to you." Bob said to Lin Hao.

Chapter 1023

The previous butler? Jelson's ears perked up, happy to finally hear something about

Lauren.

Night One didn't feel the need to mention the name again, it was an obscure name

that should have been left out of such a scene. Meanwhile Lin Hao's facial expression was

a little icy when he heard Lauren's name ......

Jelson glanced at Lin Hao and found some displeasure on his expression, his face
instantly sloughed off, surprisingly upset with Lauren the butler, this arrogant Oriental,
what an abomination.

And his state towards Mr Bob seemed too banal, no respect, no admiration, really
uncomfortable now ......

Bob noticed Lin Hao and Night One's state of mind, Lauren's attitude towards the
Oriental was bad, but Lauren had died, the butler who had been with him for decades had

died, he felt the need to pray for him, "Lauren went to see God, he was a good butler,
although some times than the concept is more old-fashioned, but contact and accept new



things, but still very fast. It is, for instance, the promise I have made about what is to be

given to you that he is entirely in favour of."

"What!" Jelson exclaimed, Lauren was dead?Wasn't Lauren supposed to have gone
back to her happily ever after ...... He looked to Bob, unable to believe the statement,
expecting Mr Bob to be joking, only to look above the look of sorrowful mourning on

Bob's face and think that Lauren was really dead ......

Bob looked over to Jelson, who was caught by Jelson's startled cry, Bob looked at

Jelson's expression and went up and gently patted Jelson's shoulder with his uninjured

hand, "Don't be sad." Bob was naturally aware that Jelson had always idolised Lauren, but
unfortunately, people don't come back from the dead ......

"What Lauren and I negotiated before was that if Mr. Lin lost his life because of

saving Jenny, then I would gift the Golefant to Mr. Lin's family, but now Mr. Lin is still

alive ......" Bob said, everyone's eyes lit up, which ......

Jelson's heart exclaimed, the first time he felt that the Oriental was still alive or

somewhat useful, although he did not like it, although he still could not accept the fact

why it was Lauren who died and Lin these Oriental was still alive, but some of these

words of Bob made him deeply hit more, the thought that if he became the Oriental's
housekeeper, he was afraid that he could hardly live ......

The fact that this is an ancient castle, worth hundreds of millions of dollars, how
can you just give it away, but looking at what Bob said, it must be just a polite

statement ......



The people in the room didn't really believe what Bob said, thinking that Bob was

just being polite, however Bob then continued, "I feel even more compelled to give the

castle to Mr. Lin, Mr. Lin saved my daughter twice and me once, so I can intuitively say

that he saved our family, he is the great hero who saved my Bob's family. And this idea,
I concluded when Mr. Lin fought against the leader who kidnapped Jenny, so now even if

my father persuaded me, I would still give Mr. Lin the Golefante, so I also ask Mr. Lin not

to refuse." Bob spoke with a serious posture, very serious, not like a joking kind ......

After these words came out, ? The ground serving dyed ground Lu Xi Yi cover?
The scene was suddenly silent, no one said anything, really want to send ......

This is an ancient castle worth more than four hundred million euros ......

This is a fifteenth or sixteenth century art building in country F ......

Jelson's face was incomparably pale, his worst fears had come true, once the castle
was given away, they, the servants, would be given to this Oriental along with it, his
pride was instantly trampled on, he felt his dignity had been insulted, his eyes fell on Bob,
hoping that Bob would take back this decision ......

Only for a long time, Bob was looking at Lin Hao, his eyes filled with gratitude, as
well as sincerity, honestly pleading with Lin Hao to accept his decision. Bob did this in

order to be grateful to Lin Hao, but also in order to break off the favor of this rescue with

Lin Hao, with the intention of cutting it off ......

"Mr. Lin, please take this castle, otherwise my heart can't rest in peace!" Bob said,
with a pleading tone. After saying that, he even glanced at Jenny, looking at Jenny's eyes



full of Lin Hao's look, Bob's heart gripped together in pain, so the look of praying for Lin

Hao to accept it was even more aggravated ......
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Lin Hao glanced at Jenny, and then looked at Bob, had to nod, he knew that Bob in order

to so want him to accept the castle, one is to repay the kindness, two may be to let himself

and Jenny have a good break with the entry point, after all, he just held a world-famous

wedding, is already a married man, and Jenny, still young, still do not know what is

called love and like, there is just pure a good girl's heart ......

Lin Hao accepted to Bob's heart? Closed picketing and dyeing to cover the land

intention to dye? , just nod and agree down, "Then I will have to be forced to take this

valuable castle ......"

Got Lin Hao's affirmative answer, Bob breathed a sigh of relief, and looked at

Jenny again, and found that Jenny was still looking at Lin Hao with starry eyes, and the

bitterness in his heart was even stronger, while his own wife was also sizing up Lin Hao,
while her face was all admiring, which made him want to leave this dangerous possessor

of absolute charm Oriental man even more quickly ......

"I am going to have a bonfire today, when I will invite the socialites of Toulouse to

come to the castle to celebrate, and also do a farewell ceremony, of course rejoicing, to
celebrate Mr. Lin becoming the owner of Gorfint Castle, so please make sure you are there

then, especially you, Mr. Lin, the owner of Gorfint Castle." Bob gave a gentleman's salute
to Lin Hao, which signified his respect.



Mu Chen's entire body was as if he had been struck by lightning for some time,
really gave away ......

The castles in Europe were just like the quadrangles in the imperial capital, or
even more precious, not that the quadrangles in the imperial capital were inferior to the

castles in Europe, but because the castles in Europe were not just because of the era, but
because of the huge area they covered and the architectural facilities they possessed
inside as well as the geographical environment with pure natural advantages, and the fact
that the buildings inside the castles possessed the habits of the old aristocracy, and even

when they went to the modern In the imperial capital of Yanjing, the quadrangle covers a
large area but is extremely dense, with many quadrangles, but castles are rare, and each

complete castle is the joint effort of dozens of generations, because after a certain
generation of the family has fallen into despair, it will not be able to keep the castle It's
not often that a castle is left intact, but it also has to have absolute local power and the

right time and place, after all, if it's destroyed by accident, it's also a kind of extinction,
so there are very few of them left as intact as Gorfint ......

That's why every castle is so precious ......

He has travelled to many western countries and visited many castles, but there are
very few castles like Gorfonte, which have the complete architecture of the 15th and 16th
centuries, and are so complete. It was a castle that led the economy of a local town to a

very high level, and everyone was living well because of the castle's tourism industry.
That was an accidental example, because many castles are, just like Golephants, the
private homes of the super-rich, who don't like casual visits from the general public, and
even people who are generally worth over a billion dollars find it difficult to get inside the
castle, because people who own castles are not just rich, but also because of their

aristocratic status ...... owning a A castle of this size is definitely a top aristocrat in Europe,
and at the same time not a new modern aristocrat, but an ancient one ......



What kind of man is Lin Hao that he has convinced Bob so much that he is willing
to gift such a valuable castle outright? The castle is worth two to three billion RMB, not to
mention how precious it is. And Bob seemed to be asking Lin Hao to accept, so sincere,
even with a begging ......

Chen Shanshan is very happy for Lin Hao, she also knows everything about castles
in Europe, similar to the meaning of domestic gold-digging women, anyway, it is a
symbol of status, the bigger the castle, the more years of existence, it means that the

identity of the person who swims this castle is more terrifying, now Lin Hao is not only

the identity of the top tycoon in China, in Western Europe is also the top high society

people ......

Chapter 1025

'X' organization internal central area conference room, the leader is a middle-aged
forty-year-old strong man, full of beard, different from the general villains is that, if he is
not sitting in the middle of a group of villains, I am afraid that walking in the street, will
think that he is socially productive middle-aged, elite people, unfortunately, he is the 'X'
organization leader, Mohammed Kato, in Toulouse and even the southern cities are

famous thugs ......

To his right was a short man in his early thirties with a scorpion tattoo on his
shoulder, he was Dwarf Scorpion of the Black Scorpions, the representative of the 'X'
organisation that had merged into it and could now be the second in command of the 'X'
organisation.

"Tweeter that died." Dwarf Scorpion said in a low voice of grief, pushing that was

a strong henchman of his, after becoming a half-orc, more powerful to another level, even
within the 'X' organization, is also a member with great strength, but, dead ......



Mohammad Kato tapped on the table, he had been staring at the dwarf scorpion,
he brought the black scorpion members are very strong, but in the face of the loss of a

half-orc variant crystals lost, he is still very heartbroken. He was not sad that Push had

died, he was sad that the rat mutation crystals ......

He also knew that the chief's anger was not about the death of Push, but about the
mutation crystals that had just been injected into Push's body. That was one of the ten
mutation crystals that Mohammed Kato had received from the Pope, three of which had

been traded and two of which had gone missing.

The chief was waiting for an explanation from him ......

The dwarf scorpion gritted his teeth and spoke with difficulty, "Chief. One of the
purposes of our Black Scorpion merging into 'X' was to avenge the Black Scorpion boss,
but in this we did not know that the power behind that Oriental was so powerful, of
course I know that the problem lies with me, I was the one who allowed that arrogance of

Twitter to cause the rat mutation crystals to be lost, but! Our scouts then followed Lin at

Castle Gorfant in search of a mutation that belonged to the early eighteenth century, and
if it hadn't been for Tweeterna's unauthorized actions that eventually led to his own

death, our scouts would not have followed Lin into Castle Gorfant and would not have

discovered this hidden ......"

Dwarf Scorpion looked at Mohammed Katou's expression as he spoke, seeing that
Mohammed Katou did not interrupt him and his expression did not change much, Dwarf
Scorpion then breathed a sigh of relief and continued, "Although Pushtner made a fatal

mistake, he also sought an opportunity for us to get close to the Pope, a mutation from the

early eighteenth century, which is no less valuable than a rat mutation crystal ......"



Dwarf Scorpion did not dare to exaggerate or claim credit, he was afraid that

Mohammedan Kato would suddenly condemn him, so he tried to talk as small as possible.
The value of a mutation is high, and it is still an eighteenth century mutation, a mutation

can result in a direct biochemist, not an Orc. In the end Orcs are just remnants, living
people are the ultimate body of mutations, like himself, like Mohammed Katou. Enter the
Orcs to know the horror of the Pope, the horror of the Church ......

When Dwarf Scorpion stopped talking, Mohammed Katou's hand stopped tapping

on the table, Dwarf Scorpion's words moved him,mutants are like touching a prize, if you
touch the prize, even the Pope will be happy, and the lowest level of mutants is a cyborg,
of course, although they can not directly transform mutants into mutant crystals, but the
Church can ah, then they can take this opportunity to get acquainted with the Pope ......

Although he has never met the Pope either ......

"I can put aside the matter of the lost rat mutation crystals in Twitter, but the
mutation in Castle Golephant must be taken out for me intact, otherwise my wrath is not

something that any of them can withstand ......" Mohammad Kato let out a shrill voice,
and the seven members present heard their whole bodies tremble, it was the voice of the
king that could penetrate the body ......

"How dare Toban interfere in our affairs. Prisoners Ince you lead the team to

exterminate them." Mohammed Kato instructed to a burly man at the far end of his right

hand side, he was stocky and had fangs spitting out of the corners of his mouth with blood

still on them, like Push that, like an existence that had just turned into a half-orc, though
obviously from the standpoint of his position, Prisoners Ince was more powerful than

Push? The status of the man is much higher than that of Tui? The status means strength,
so that means that the strength of the prisoner is much higher than that of the
tweeters ......



The actual fact is that the actual people who are in the marketplace are not only
the ones who are in the marketplace, but also the ones who are in the marketplace.

What about the other seven people here at the same time? How strong was

Mohammed Kato? He has the same body as a normal person, with no smell or feeling of

mutation ......

Chapter 1026

"Boss, Toban may have something to do with the two mutant crystals we lost, and my men

have scouted that Toban may have become an advanced Orc, just one step away from

being a Cyborg ......" said Prisoners Ince, spitting out his sharp fangs, his pierced and

bleeding tongue splitting like a snake's snake's letter or a lizard's tongue ......

Although the other party is said to be a high level Orc, but Prisoners Ince does not
look a bit worried and afraid. Mind you, he was now an intermediate Orc ......

"This news, if the source is true, you've taken credit again! I think it's a very lucky
thing that you've got a good eye on you, I'll send someone to follow you and protect

you. ......" said Mohammad Kato, who looked at him with surprise. With a smile, but to
everyone else, it was icy cold, even to the second chief dwarf scorpion ......

After Prisoners Ince exited the meeting room, the meeting just briefly chatted

about a few things before half of the people left, and then only four people were left in the
meeting room.



Mohammed Katou said to the remaining three people with a grave expression,
"The Pope ordered us to send a cyborg to the East no matter what, I have already thought
of who to give this quota to ......" said the other cyborg directly to one of the four of them,
there were only three cyborgs in the meeting room at this moment ......

The Pope ordered something big, but they 'X' organization already have

biochemists to go to the East, only to die in the East, I heard that there has gradually

become a purgatory-like existence, very terrifying place ...... now to send people, does it
mean that there are many The actual fact is that there are many biochemical experts who
died in the East? The man who had received the order from Mohammed Kato was ashes

to ashes, but with great reverence for the Pope, he placed his hands on his chest, said a

prayer, and disappeared into the conference room. ...

He was also concerned about the movements in the East, some people in their

circle of powerful masters said that the place was a treasure trove that was unearthed
after the East had destroyed the ninja alliance in the East, and that other local

organizations, whether in Western Europe or North America, were slowly joining in and

starting to fight for it. The earthquakes around the world a few days ago were not any

crustal movement, but a global earthquake caused by the mysterious forces they had

alerted in the big fight in the East ......

That is? The earth steaks the ground to cover the meaning of the west steaks? A

dangerous place where junior cyborgs are cannon fodder ......

The last person to go was beside him, and now the one to go is opposite him, and
I'm afraid the next one to go is himself. Two of the four cyborgs in the organisation had

already gone, and the next time the Pope gave the order again, he would be the only one

left to dispatch. He hoped that such an order would not come again, or that the one who
had just left would live longer ......



"Dwarf scorpion. Don't despise the Orientals, I mean if he can kill Twitter then he

must be powerful, what I am worried about is the Orientals being cunning, after all the
incident in the East was created by the Orientals with conspiracies, so beware of the

Orientals conspiracies. This is a kind reminder, I hope you will listen to it ......," reminded

Mohammed Katu as he saw Dwarf Scorpion walk out the door of the conference room.

"Don't worry, chief, I am a cyborg. No matter how powerful that Oriental is, he is
only an Oriental, a waste Oriental, we have nothing to fear. I'm afraid they got a lucky hit

with the death of Pushena." The Dwarf Scorpion scoffed, "An Oriental? What good are

they except for a bit of scheming and trickery? Haven't lifted their heads for centuries, oh,
and have been involved back and forth with that bullet of a land in the East for centuries,
what a ridiculous nation.

"Well, then you must remember to get the complete and good mutation out for

me." Mohammed nodded, he didn't believe, either, that the Orientals were able to destroy
the Eastern Ninja Alliance, he felt it was the Orientals boasting or stealing credit from

others.
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After Dwarf Scorpion left the door of the meeting room, the eyes of a middle-aged man

who had been standing at the door for a long time lit up and hurried up, respectfully
saying to Dwarf Scorpion, "Mr. Dwarf Scorpion, the bonfire dinner of the Golefant castle
tonight will start soon, I wonder what else I can do for you?"

The Dwarf Scorpion sneered at the rich man's flattery, he knew what Bolt had in

mind, wasn't it to get that Castle Gorfint?



When the castle became ownerless, it would be put up for auction. But according
to the local economy in Toulouse, the ZF would not put this perfect castle up for auction

at all, it would be used as a tourist attraction in a resort, so there would be nothing for

him to do, but what if it changed hands before it lost its true owner? Getting Bob or Lin

Hao to agree to transfer the castle to him unconditionally would be a different matter ......

"Bolt, put away that false sense of yours. You and Bob are good friends, you sold

Bob and then you want to take his property, and now you want his house ......" said the

short scorpion, mocking Bolt, but after a pause he added, "If you want it, it's not
impossible, you If you want it, you can pay for it, half of the castle, and then I will make

you the new owner of Gorefindel ......" said the dwarf scorpion, staring at the greedy Bolt,
mocking him, but still wanting the money. Mocking him because he was such a

despicable nobleman ......

Polter's smiling face froze up, the Golefant was worth 300 or 400 million euros, if
he gave the dwarf scorpion half that amount then it would be over 200 million, a horrible
amount of cash, although he was also worth over two billion euros, but taking out over

200 million in cash would give him a long bout of pain ......

"Polter you have to remember that you just spent over two hundred million to buy

an ancient castle worth three or four hundred million fifteen or sixteen centuries, you are

making a huge profit ......" grunted the dwarf scorpion, staring at Polter.

Listening to Dwarf Scorpion's words, Polter moved and he gritted his teeth and

agreed, "If I can really earn it, I'm willing to pay this amount, but it needs to be paid in

installments, you know, I've already given you a large amount of bail money. That's a
very large sum of money! Bob can't even get it out!" It must have been a very good deal,
he would have made it anyway, but he couldn't pay that much straight away, so he was

prepared to haggle a bit with Dwarf Scorpion ......



"Huh." Dwarf Scorpion sneered, Bolt had indeed offered a large sum of money, a
very high value, but it was a deposit paid for the annexation of Bob's family property.
Where else would it have been his turn to do such a good thing, Bolt? It wasn't because
Polter had told him the secret of what was inside Golephant Castle that he then had this

opportunity. But then, the money is into the 'X' organization inside, but not into his

hands, not really his money, but this two hundred million euros, but it is a real into his

pocket, think of two hundred million, spare the dwarf scorpion who has become a cyborg,
is also a little excited ......

"I didn't receive that money, but you said you would give me a sum of money in

private, don't forget this." Dwarf Scorpion then said.

For two hundred million and the fact that Porter would give him a large sum of

money privately, Dwarf Scorpion felt that the money had already arrived in his bank

account, Lin? An Oriental? Beat him Cyborg? They were weaker than the North

American group of lunatics, except for the other places if not? In accordance with Lu

Shan dye intention Yi Fu? is the number of people, they biochemists can completely walk

across, so from the beginning to the end of the dwarf scorpion did not put Lin Hao in the

eyes ......

"I will remember." Porter stared at Dwarf Scorpion's back, this man was too greedy,
if not for the annexation of Bob's family fortune, he had absolutely no need to be in the

company of such a person, it was simply an insult to his noble status ......

But at the same time, he knew that without 'X', without the Dwarf Scorpion, he
would never have succeeded. The thought of being able to annex Bob's estate, and the

upcoming rise in status for the next noble banquet, cheered Polter up. The elevated status

of the noble banquet would give access to the heart of the Church, and inside the Church

would come in and out of something that a large number of old Western European nobles
wanted, and that was, biochemical technology that could prolong life! This is something



that every aristocrat wants. After all, what is the use of having so much money if his life

is only a hundred years or so?

Chapter 1028

He was very good friends with Bob, and if he hadn't known this information, he would
never have betrayed him like this. But after learning the news, faced with biochemical

technology that could prolong his life, he chose to kill his closest friend, because,
knowing one's enemy, one can win a hundred battles. He knew Bob best and knew many

of his weaknesses, and it was easiest to get him killed ......

"Then get ready to go." Dwarf Scorpion commanded.

The two chatted for a while, just focusing on splitting the money, not thinking at

all about the trouble they would encounter. Dwarf Scorpion's extreme ego had left Bolt

with no worries at all about failing, and the power of 'X' had shown him what it meant to

be a real cyborg, not an Orc. He and Bob had both touched on the existence of Orca

Cyborgs, but had no idea of the relationship between Orcs and Cyborgs, just that Orcs
were Cyborgs and all powerful ......

But after experiencing the 'X' organization's explanation, he realized how

powerful the biochemicals were, as if Dwarf Scorpion had told him that in the whole of

Toulouse, there were only three high-level biochemicals. Any one of them would be

enough to destroy an urban area, what a terrifying power! And he, Dwarf Scorpion, was a
junior cyborg, his leader 'X' was a mid-level cyborg ......

Bolt was not qualified to know the real name of the leader 'X' ......



After learning of such a terrifying strength datum, the concern in Bolt's heart
dropped to zero, and he even began to say a prayer for Bob, as for that new Golefant

Castle master Lin Hao? Damned orientalist, how dare he accept the Golephant castle,
simply defile the Golephant ......

Banquet? Squire Aiyi'er Lu closed the ground? The entrance began.

Although Bob was wounded, he was bandaged up and had several personal guards

guarding him from others, so he did not have to worry at all about a second recurrence of

his injuries, and he entertained every guest with a smile on his face.

Lin Hao followed him, Bob introduced Lin Hao's identity to every Toulouse tycoon
who came in, and Lin Hao nodded slightly, his gentlemanly demeanor exploding, while
Lin Hao himself is a super tycoon, his temperament and all is bar none, not at all false
some tycoons worth several hundred million, in fact, Bob is nothing in his eyes, after all,
Bob's value converted down to just a few tens of billions of assets ......

A few of them used obscure French to disparage Lin Hao, but they were all

rebuked by Bob. Night One stood aside and quietly memorized all these people, Lin also

has his own assets in F, and they are not small, and Night One and Mo Tianji have taken

care of them ......

After walking away from a few wealthy people who were not exactly of high status,
Bob's face showed a hint of hesitation, he looked at Lin Hao and then at Jenny who was

surrounded by young handsome men and women, walked over to Lin Hao and said softly,
"Mr. Lin the next person to come is Jenny's nominal fiancé, so I hope that you, when the

time comes, will not act too close to Jenny, at least the eye contact between the two of

you can become stiff ......"



And as if afraid of Lin Hao's anger, Bob then explained, "Mr. Lin, I mean, Jenny is
still an unmarried little girl, even if the other party is not her real fiancé, but Jenny will

always marry someone, don't you think? And it's not like she's going to marry the

average poor lad, it's going to be all these young, respectable and talented people in

society. So her reputation, it's important, it's important ......"

"I understand." Lin Hao replied with a smile. The moment he accepted the castle,
Lin Hao had actually answered all of that to reassure Bob about all of this, except that Bob
didn't seem to believe him much, which made Lin Hao cry and laugh a little. Just isn't
Bob too insistent on his own philosophy, he's all married, he married the woman he loves

the most, Shen Xiyan, and can't live in his heart any other woman anymore ......

"Thank you Mr. Lin, you are a kind man, God will bless you ......"
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Through the front door came a handsome blond young man, young, fair face, all collagen,
and Bob pointed to him.

"Finkin Gatt. He and Jenny were close friends and they had a marriage contract

from childhood, but Finkin Gatt's family estate surpassed mine when his father was very

young, causing the contract to seem like a dispensable existence; after all, he was more

powerful than me, four times more powerful. So the decision to decide whether the

marriage contract is optional or not is not in my hands ......" said Bob, a touch of sadness

passed over his face, as a father he felt he was a failure, he could not even decide on his

daughter's marriage matters, at the same time facing Finkin-Gate's domineering father,
Bob was also a bit daunted ......



Jenny two kidnappings, he has sought the help of Finkin-Gate's father, but the
other family is like a black hole, the news is passed in, are not returned, Bob is angry

about this, but can only anger can not say, is very suffocating ......

"Good evening Uncle Bob." After Finkin-Gate approached, the high and mighty

aura was displayed, the afterglow glanced slightly at Lin Hao, straight after Bob greeting,
as if he did not see Lin Hao.

Bob also had noble etiquette, with a faint smile on his face, he nodded to Finkin

Gait, then pointed to Lin Hao and said, "This is the new owner of Golefant Castle, let us
celebrate him." After saying that, he instructed Jelson to bring three glasses of the castle's
homemade red wine from the 17th century ......

Finkin-Gate took the goblet and gently shook it, his eyes did not fall on Lin Hao's
body, this smell of despise was even stronger, especially after taking the goblet,
intentionally away from Lin Hao, as if he was disgusted with something, which made

Night One annoyed.

Bob was also embarrassed up, such a situation had not occurred to him at all, but
to show his landlord's friendship, Bob said stiffly, "Let's have a toast ......"

This sentence was like a slap in the face to the young man, his look of revulsion as

well as impatience was written all over his face, the disgust inside his eyes was thick and
heavy, the goblet standing in mid-air was shaken and put back on Jelson's tray,
Finkin-Gate said in a cold voice, "Uncle Bob, when have you and I, as old European

aristocrats, ever toasted to an Oriental? Uncle, you are also of famous noble descent in

Toulouse, this is simply a disgrace to us, well, I won't tell my father about you forcing me

to drink with an Oriental, but the purpose of my visit, and I'll be straightforward, is that



my father says that the castle of Gorfint should not be sold to an Oriental, it is an insult to
its very existence and an insult to the face of our noble western nobility! "

"Remember, these are my father's words, which I expounded word for word. I'm
not in the mood for all the arguments of you lousy old men, but my father is right, if
Golephant becomes an orientalist castle, then Jenny's sister's innocence will be tarnished
by a lowly orientalist! After all, you did say when I was a boy that Golephant

Castle? Whoever marries Jenny in the future, the castle will be given to him!" There was
no hint of respect for Bob on Gail Fint's face, but rather a strong whiff of threat, which
made Lin Hao, who was standing watching, frown straight up.

Wasn't this youngster too overbearing, he was pressing Bob all over the place,
didn't he know that Bob was injured?

And, again, disparaging them Chinese! After landing in Western Europe and

entering the life of their masses, Lin Hao felt that this group of people, this group of

so-called aristocrats, did not put them Chinese at all, which made his heart rub off on him,
holding his aristocratic dignity over and over again? Lin Hao laughed at the fact that the

F country was directly destroyed by its neighbours in a few hours during the Second
World War, so how could there be any dignity? It was a disgrace, and this group of people
had forgotten this disgrace? Its neighbours are still looking at them! The ruins of No.8 are

still standing too, what a joke!

Chapter 1030

Seeing his big brother's displeased face, Night One, who had long been suppressing his

anger, stood up straight away and said to Finkin-Gate, "Home... my boss had wanted to

have a drink with you purely for the sake of Mr. Bob, but to think that you could still act

like that?What kind of a man are you? I'm telling you, in this special place, which is now
known as Castle Golephant, you'd better keep your posture down and your mouth shut!
Or I'll show you what the East has to offer when it comes to sending guests off!"



Finkin Gaite was a well known noble rich boy in Toulouse, respected and admired

by countless people, no one had ever shouted at him, even his father was not allowed to

do so, because his father was an old nobleman, they all had strong manners, not the
manners of nobles like Bob, who mingled inside the group of nobles at the bottom, they
were noble manners of high nobility ......

After being reprimanded by Night One, Finkin-Gate felt greatly humiliated, and
the surrounding people were gathering around him, which made it even more difficult for

him to maintain his noble manners, he was incomparably angry and pointed at Lin Hao

and roared, "You lowly Oriental, I want you to sink this monkey into the Garonne River!
Otherwise I will never forgive you!"

Lin Hao was amused again, laughing uproariously. This young man had actually

asked him to sink his brother into the Garonne River, and even more so, he said that he

would never forgive him without throwing Night One into the Garonne River, haha, he
hadn't heard such a funny joke in a long time.

"Who are you? Come in here and get all high and mighty with me, my brother is

right, clinking glasses with you because of Mr Bob's face, otherwise what are you in front

of me? A rich kid? Oh no!" Lin Hao's icy eyes emitted a terrifying killing intent that

thickly wrapped around Finkin Gator, Finkin Gator was enveloped by this terrifying

killing intent, his whole body chilled, and the servant bodyguard beside him even pulled

out the gun on his waist, only to be snatched down by Night One ......

Night One took the gun and pointed it at this bodyguard's head, "This is our
territory, and I think you people bringing guns in here are a serious threat to our guests'
lives! Jelson, you take the escort team and unload the guns of all the bouncers in the

venue, if you can't do that, you get the hell out!" Night One was incomparably

domineering, and Jelson, who was on the sidelines, shuddered as he listened, angrily



rebuking the nobleman, offending him, and pointing a gun at his bodyguards, all these
images, were things he could not believe ......

But he didn't know why, but he still listened to Night One's command, because the
gaze Lin Hao was casting over his shoulder wouldn't allow him to refuse!

"Yes, Mr. Night One! Guards, grab your guys, and if anyone dares to resist, let him
know the rules in the castle!" Having said this, Jelson then said, "All noblemen present

ladies and gentlemen, we are about to have a security clearance and would ask your

bodyguard escorts not to resist or I will not know the lengths to which our master will go
to make you submit ...... of course that would be barbaric and You are all civilized nobles,
I am sure you, will obey my rules right ......"

Lin Hao looked at Jelson and suddenly felt that this vain and exploding butler was
not useless, at least, the castle could still be left in his hands in the future ...... Suddenly
Lin Hao felt a lot more relaxed ......

The bodyguard of Finkin-Gate shrank back in fear, but as the personal guard of the
noble family, he was proud at heart, so he took a step forward and went up again,
however, Lin Hao went up and kicked him directly away, Lin Hao stared at Finkin-Gate,
for kicking the bodyguard away, it seemed that it had not happened in their eyes ......

Bob was frightened by this sudden outbreak of the scene, this kind of horrible

scene, he was completely not thought of the picture, offend Finkin-Gate, this is too
horrible ......



"You'd better not pull out your gun, or I don't know myself how I'll strike at you.
Of course, if you think you can carry the same kick as the one this bodyguard just flew out

with, consider my threat unspoken." Lin Hao raised the corners of his mouth and looked

down at the aristocratic teenager, Finkin Gat.

The bodyguard who flew out possessed terrifying strength, but now that he had

fainted, he Section did not believe that since? The bodyguard who flew out had terrifying

strength, but now he had fainted. He would only be fainting, so he dared not disobey Lin

Hao's words ......

"Do you know who I am?" Finkin Gatt said stubbornly.
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